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As someone whose been researching BREXT, TRUMP + RUSSIA for a couple of

years, it's pretty amazing to see the media suddenly starting to ring alarm bells -

after yesterday's FASCIST COUP attempt! Too many have been positively incurious

or complicit with boosting TRUMP + BREXIT.

The number of JOURNALISTS and CITIZEN RESEARCHERS who have been trying to investigate the links between

TRUMP, BREXIT and RUSSIA is remarkably small, and so tiny that we have all more or less found each other on Twitter... I

think this is shameful.

Below I will try to credit some of the people who have made important contributions and tried to explore different aspects of

this terrifying, sophisticated and wide-ranging attack on democracy... Some won't want public acknowledgement because of

the associated attacks + dangers.

Carole CADWALLADR : @carolecadwalla : has done more than anyone else to highlight the role of social media, data

mining and profiling in attacking DEMOCRACY. Her warnings and scoops have been studiously ignored by many in power.

https://t.co/SkZAtu4jU3

... a library of Carole's articles can be found here : https://t.co/2wBNnfnRRY

Peter JUKES @peterjukes of BYLINE TIMES @BylineTimes has gone so far as to set up a subscription-based newspaper

dedicated to encouraging high quality investigative journalism. In many instances this newspaper has ploughed furrows

none of the big boys have touched...

A library of TRUMP / BREXIT / RUSSIA articles can be found here which have been written by people like @Turloughc,

@jonlis1 @Hardeep_Matharu, @Otto_English, @ZarinaZabrisky

https://t.co/eNCCgnfjFW

The BAKER STREET HERALD @bakerstherald has recent done some astonishing work on the economic and deregulatory

objectives of BREXIT including research into the significance of FREE PORTS, ENTERPRISE CITIES, BABSON GLOBAL +

the AUSTRIAN SCHOOL of ECONOMICS https://t.co/yAzEXk7F7P
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